
 

           KAMPALA PARENTS’ SCHOOL 2004 
             PRIMARY THREE REVISION WORK 

              LITERACY 1A 

 
 

Name: _______________________________________________   Stream: ________ 

SET FOURTEEN 

1. What are social insect? 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

2. Mention any two examples of social insects. 
 (a) _____________________  (b) ____________________ 

3. Give any one example of a wingless insect. 
 _______________________________________________________________ 

4. How many pairs of legs does an insect have? 
 _______________________________________________________________ 

5. Which body part of an insect helps it to breathe? 
 _______________________________________________________________ 

6. State any two characteristics of insects. 

 (a) __________________________________________________________ 

 (b)  __________________________________________________________ 

7. What are solitary insects? 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

8. Write any two examples of solitary insects. 
 (a)  _______________________  (b) _______________________ 

9. Identify any one harmful insects. 

 ______________________________________________________________ 

10. Draw and label the following parts of an insect: 
 (a) head 
 (b) thorax 
 (c) abdomen 
 (d) legs  

 

 

***** END***** 



 

           KAMPALA PARENTS’ SCHOOL 2004 
             PRIMARY THREE REVISION WORK 

              ENGLISH 

 
 

Name: _______________________________________________   Stream: ________ 

 

SET FOURTEEN 

 

 Use the word in brackets to answer the questions correctly: 

1. Was the cat in the kraal?  ( no ) ________________ 

2. Was the horse in the stable? ( yes ) ________________ 

3. Was the elephant in the kennel? (no ) ________________ 

4. Was the cow in the byre? (yes ) ________________ 

5. Was the monkey in the hutch? (no ) ________________ 

 Fill in the blank spaces with a suitable word: 

6. Sheep is to lamb as cow is to  ____________________. 

7. Mutton is to  _________________  as pork is to pig. 

8. Duck is to duckling as bird is to  ___________________. 

9. _________________  is to pig as pen is to sheep. 

10. Big is to small as  __________________  is to domestic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

***** END*****

 

 
 

  



 

           KAMPALA PARENTS’ SCHOOL 2004 
             PRIMARY THREE REVISION WORK 

              LITERACY 1B AND R.E 

 
 

Name: _______________________________________________   Stream: ________ 

SET FOURTEEN 

1. What is money? 

 ______________________________________________________________ 

2. Give any two uses of money. 

 (a) __________________________________________________________ 

 (b)  __________________________________________________________ 

3. Name the safest place to keep money. 

 ______________________________________________________________ 

4. Mention any two ways of saving money. 

 (a) __________________________________________________________ 

 (b)  __________________________________________________________ 

5. Write any two commercial banks in Uganda. 

 (a) ___________________________  (b) _____________________ 

6. Which bank controls all the commercial banks? 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

7. Write H.E.P. in full: _____________________________________________ 

8. Name the: 

 (a) the apostle who denied Jesus. 

  __________________________________________________________ 

 (b) the earthly father of Jesus. 

  __________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

***** END***** 

  



 

           KAMPALA PARENTS’ SCHOOL 2004 
             PRIMARY THREE REVISION WORK 

              MATHEMATICS 

 
 

Name: _______________________________________________   Stream: ________ 

SET FOURTEEN 

1. Convert 2 weeks to days. 

 

 

2. Find the number that has been  

 expanded.   2000  +  50  +  6.   

 

 

 

3. Divide: 2  2 6 

 

 

 

4. What is he difference between  
 400 and 129? 

 

 

 

5. Draw a Triangle in the space  

 provided below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Use the number line to add  

3 + 4 =  ______. 

 

 

 

7. Alex went for shopping and  

 bought the following items: 

 A book at shs. 500. 

 A sweet at shs. 300. 

 A  pencil at shs. 150. 

 A rubber at shs. 800. 

 Questions: 

(a) What is the most  
extensive item? 

  _______________________ 

(b) Find the cost of a book 

and a sweet. 

 

 

(c) Find the total cost of all 

items. 

 

 

 

  

 

***** END***** 


